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Impacts of the financial crisis

• Decreased incomes for the poor
• Decreased remittances from migrant workers
• Loss of migrant workers jobs
• International migrant workers return home
• Internal urban migrant workers return to villages
• Decrease in foreign investment: especially in Africa
• Probable erosion of many of the gains made by post-

conflict states such as Liberia and Sierra Leone over the 
t d dpast decade



The interrelated crises
• The food crisis: are prices really rising?
• Climate change and rising sea levels
• Political and social instability: conflictPolitical and social instability: conflict
• Health dilemmas: from HIV/Aids to swine 

fluflu
• Global resource competition
• Human greed and self-interest: from MP’s 

expenses to dictatorial cliquesp q
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Global resource competition: 
Hammerfest northern Norway;Hammerfest, northern Norway; 
oil rush city



The financial crisis:The financial crisis: 

decreased incomes for the poor

• The economic slowdown will diminish the incomes ofThe economic slowdown will diminish the incomes of 
the poor (UNEP, 2009).

• An estimated 1.8 trillion dollars has been found in a 
matter of weeks to bail out investment bankers. It is 
outrageous that the world's poorest people sufferingoutrageous that the world s poorest people, suffering 
daily from soaring food and fuel prices, are still waiting 
for their rescue package (Shefali Sharma, ActionAid).



The financial crisis: decreased 
remittances from migrant workers

• The previously growing remittance flows 
to developing countries have started toto developing countries have started to 
decline (World Bank, 2008)

• Remittances contribute 36% of GDP in• Remittances contribute 36% of GDP in 
Tajikistan, 32% in Tonga, 27% in 
Kyrgyzstan 18% in both Armenia andKyrgyzstan 18% in both Armenia and 
Nepal. 
N l t 30 f ll i itt• Nepal expects a 30 fall in remittances 
supporting many rural communities.



Migrant numbersMigrant numbers
• In 2000 60% of 175 million migrants worldwide were in• In 2000, 60% of 175 million migrants worldwide were in 

developing countries (IMR, 2002).

• All 25 million internally displaced persons are in less• All 25 million internally displaced persons are in less 
developed countries (WDR, 2002).

13 illi f 16 illi f ( l h fl• 13 million out of 16 million refugees (people who flee 
across borders due to persecution and war) are also in less 
developed countries (IMR 2002)developed countries (IMR, 2002). 

• 7 million unauthorized foreign residents were in the USA 
in 2000in 2000. 

• Each year 350,000 people enter the US illegally, and 
500 000 t th E U i500,000 enter the European Union. 



Financial crisis responses on migrant 
workersworkers

• During economic downturn, migrants change jobs, 
work longer have multiple jobs or consume less inwork longer, have multiple jobs or consume less in 
order to send more money home.

• The Malaysian government has reportedly cancelled 
work visas for some 55,000 Bangladeshi workers.

• The Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF) urged 
the Federal Government to make a "substantialthe Federal Government to make a substantial 
reduction" to its skilled migration programme.

• The ACF says the projected population growth would y p j p p g
make it more costly for Australia to meet emissions 
reduction targets, placing a high burden on "already 
stretched" urban infrastructure and ecologicalstretched  urban infrastructure and ecological 
systems.



I t ti l i t kInternational migrant workers 
return home

• Return migrants to countries such as Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, Philippines, Morocco and Sri Lanka, 
may result in economic and global instability. 

• Many migrant workers are returning to Tajikistan from 
Russia and Kazakhstan – causing a rise in local 
unemploymentunemployment.



Internal urban migrant workers 
return to villagesreturn to villages

I Chi 20 illi i t k h l t• In China, over 20 million migrant workers have lost 
their jobs due to the global financial crisis.
China's agricultural industry has suffered multiple• China's agricultural industry has suffered multiple 
blows from the financial crisis.

• The return of unemployed migrant workers to ruralThe return of unemployed migrant workers to rural 
areas is now a major problem for the Chinese 
authorities.



Decrease in foreign investment: 
especially in Africa

• The financial crisis is already causing foreign investment y g g
to drop in many African states, including Sierra Leone, 
said the country’s finance minister Samura Kamara. 

• A decrease in 
agricultural aid 

• A possible slow-
down in foreign 
i t t i i linvestment in mineral 
and agricultural 
projectsprojects.



Probable erosion of many of the gainsProbable erosion of many of the gains 
made by post-conflict states such as Liberia 

and Sierra Leone over the past decadeand Sierra Leone over the past decade

• Liberia’s post-war peak annual growth reached 12 %Liberia s post war peak annual growth reached 12 %  
but dropped to 5 % in 2008, 

• Sierra Leone’s 7 % growth in 2008 is expected to 
drop.

• Sierra Leone faces falling diamond prices, 
remittances and imports [which bring in 70 % ofremittances, and imports [which bring in 70 % of 
government tax revenue] and also has a mounting 
drug- trafficking problem.

• 60 percent of Sierra Leonean youths are 
unemployed, 
S b thi i h it t• Some observers say this is enough on its own to 
threaten Sierra Leone’s stability



Interrelated crises: the food 
crisis: are prices really rising?

Is the 2008 price surge just a spike?



Trends in costs of basic foods in eight cities g

since July 2008



Ethiopia, Addis Ababa, Maize, Wholesale, US 
Dollar per 100 kg and Mexico, Mexico City, 

Maize (white) Wholesale Mexican Peso per KgMaize (white), Wholesale, Mexican Peso per Kg
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Bangladesh, National Average, g g
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The interrelated crises: climate change g
and rising sea levels Kota Kinabalu

• Climate change may intensify 
migration, particularly in lessmigration, particularly in less 
developed countries, and the 
migration may lead to violence.

• If well-managed, however, 
migration is likely to form part of a 

h i d t ticomprehensive adaptation 
strategy on climate change.
Rising sea levels and increased• Rising sea levels and increased 
storm surges threaten large areas 
of cropland, forcing farmers toof cropland, forcing farmers to 
relocate.



i i i iThe interrelated crises: political and 
social instability: conflictsoc a stab ty: co ct

• Breakdown of government in failed states leading to 
food insecurity and lack of safety for emergencyfood insecurity and lack of safety for emergency 
food aid delivery

• Such a situation already occurs in parts of SomaliaSuch a situation already occurs in parts of Somalia 
and Afghanistan

• Failure leads to international risks:Failure leads to international risks:
Heroin supplies from Afghanistan
Piracy in SomaliaPiracy in Somalia
Destablization in eastern Congo by Rwandan 
refugeesg



The interrelated crises: health 
dilemmas: from HIV/Aids to swine fludilemmas: from HIV/Aids to swine flu

• Restrictions on formal migration in undocumentedRestrictions on formal migration in undocumented 
migrants and unsafe migration.

• More migrants may find themselves in situationsMore migrants may find themselves in situations 
where they are at risk of HIV/Aids.

• More people returning from other environments into p p g
overcrowded home conditions may increase the risk 
of epidemics



The interrelated crises: globalThe interrelated crises: global 
resource competition

• Many migrants move to areas of opportunity y g pp y
associated with resource exploitation

• Both the major projects and the artisanal workings 
such as Amazonian alluvial gold workings and West 
African diamond sites

• Conditions on the artisanal sites may worsen
• Competition for agricultural resources: already well-

t bli h d di l ll festablished may displace many small farmers



The interrelated crises: human greed 
and self-interest: from MP’s expensesand self interest: from MP s expenses 

to dictatorial cliques

• Many situations are worsened by greed and short-
termism.termism.

• Manchester’s people voted against a congestion 
charge so that they could drive their carsg y

• UK MPs exploited their expenses system
• Bankers voted themselves huge salaries but lead us g

into crisis
• Some dictators pocket tens of millions while their 

people starve



Consequences of the multiple crises: 
floods and the urban poor infloods and the urban poor in 

Bangladesh
Food insecurity increases among the urban poor as flooding 
worsens as a consequence of climate change.  Harvests 
d l h i di t d d thdecrease, supply chains are disrupted and the poor are 
forced to pay higher prices.



Interrelationships between climate change, 

flooding and food security (from Douglas 2009)flooding and food security (from Douglas, 2009)
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Bangladesh (2)

• Many women go without food to feed husbands and 
childrenchildren.

• Many families depend on remittances from overseas 
t t hi h f d i d i fl dto meet high food prices during floods.

• The financial crisis is reducing these remittances.

• More people will migrate to areas like the Chittagong 
Hill Tracts causing conflict with local people and 
environmental degradation.



Scarcity of food as a 
cause of failed states

Lester Brown’s argument  es e ow s gu e
(Scientific American, May 2009)

l i dPopulation pressure and 
climate change contributing to 
water shortages landwater shortages, land 
degradation and thus food 
shortages and government g g
breakdown.

In many countries, a decreaseIn many countries, a decrease 
in foreign investment and 
overseas remittances will 
aggravate this.



Conflict and the environment
• The environment is vulnerable during and immediately• The environment is vulnerable during and immediately 

after armed conflict, when it is often low on the agenda of 
those in power.p

• At the same time, controls over natural resources are often 
poor.

• Resources may be grabbed illegally and fed into new 
illegal trade networks, sometimes to purchase arms.

• Post-war  governments use mineral or timber resources to 
restart the economy and neglect the resulting 
environmental impactsenvironmental impacts.

• A high risk of instability and a return to armed conflict 
occurs if long term rural livelihood needs cannot be metoccurs if long-term rural livelihood needs cannot be met 
because soils are depleted and ecological systems are 
damaged.



The interlocking crises and the poor

• Environmental change pushes people into short-term 

The interlocking crises and the poor

migration 
• When the environment is their livelihood, it can lead 
from migration to conflict.
• Trying to combat the financial crisis by cutting 
immigration may make the situation worse.
• The economic slowdown will diminish the incomes of 
the poor
• The food crisis means more hungry people and drives 

illi i t tmillions more into poverty
• Climate change will have a disproportionate impact on 
the poor (UNEP 2009)the poor (UNEP 2009)



Mitigating circumstances: not all migrants 
are the sameare the same

• The financial crisis poses short-term downside risks 
to remittances flows but migrant workers have provento remittances flows but migrant workers have proven 
to be very flexible in coping with deteriorating 
circumstances. 

• In times of economic downturn or inflation, they 
change jobs, work longer, have multiple jobs or g j g j
consume less in order to send more money home. 
And if the immigration climate worsens, migrant 

k ft R t i h i l thworkers often move. Returning home is only the very 
last resort.



Mi ti dMigration as a managed response
• In Ghana, migration from the north to the south is a typical , g yp

strategy to deal with structural scarcities of rainfall, food 
and land; these movements actually declined during times 
of severe drought and food crisesof severe drought and food crises.

• The OSCE region is home to more than 90 million 
migrants ― almost half of the total number of migrants g g
world-wide; from Vladivostok to Vancouver the OSCE 
region is an origin, transit, and destination place for 
migrants This is the OSCE region's strength inmigrants. This is the OSCE region s strength in 
addressing migration management in a comprehensive 
manner.

• If well-managed, however, migration is likely to form part 
of a comprehensive adaptation strategy on climate change. 
The financial crisis may make devising and implementingThe financial crisis may make devising and implementing 
such a strategy more difficult.



Climate change and migration

Climate change may intensify migration, particularly in 
LDCs, and the migration may lead to violence. , g y

These conflicts, in turn, may reduce global political stability 
due to some LDCs having acquired (or trying to acquire)due to some LDCs having acquired (or trying to acquire) 
weapons of mass destruction. 

However the interconnections between environmentalHowever, the interconnections between environmental 
degradation, migration and conflict in the future do not have 
to be linear or static. 

In particular, policy responses could mitigate adverse effects 
if they were to identify environmental migration as aif they were to identify environmental migration as a 
problem requiring solution (Reuveny, 2005).



Conflict and migrationConflict and migration

• Climate change, extreme poverty and conflict are C e c ge, e e e pove y d co c e
increasingly inter-related, with forced displacement rising

• At the end of 2007 there were 11 4 million refugees and theAt the end of 2007, there were 11.4 million refugees, and the 
number is climbing, while the number of internally 
displaced persons (IDPs) – those who, unlike refugees, have 
not crossed a border – is also increasing, 

• Competition for scarce resources has become an p
increasingly important factor in provoking and perpetuating 
violence (Guterres of UNHCR, 2009).. 

• We are confronted with a series of interlinked conflicts in an 
arc of crisis that stretches from South-West Asia to the 
Middle East and the Horn of Africa



The financial crisis makes it more 
difficult to deal with municipaldifficult to deal with municipal 
waste and to rescue children who 
work as rag-pickers on the dumps 
and to get them into school.

More difficult to deal with both 
environmental and social problems



A i i f hAggravating impact of the 
financial crisis

The relationship between poverty, economic hardship and 
conflicts might not be direct but where abject poverty andconflicts might not be direct, but where abject poverty and 
deprivation are the norm among the population, especially 
among the youth, the opportunity cost of rebel labour seems g y , pp y
low, making the likelihood of joining rebel organizations 
high.

The social cost includes the loss of millions of lives .

Bloody genocide and killed over 3 million in the 1980s aloneBloody genocide and killed over 3 million in the 1980s alone 
and about 1 million in Rwanda alone in 1994).

M i i d til ti ti d di l t dMaiming and mutilation, uprooting and displacement reduces 
the effectiveness of much of the population.



The financial crisis threatens economies, ecosystems, livelihoods 
d f d it f It h i ht th d f hi hand food security for everyone. It heightens the need for high 

quality, interdisciplinary environmental science.



Land cover 
transformation to oil 
palm, Malaysian Borneo

• The financial crisis affects all aspects of ecosystem 
modification: both direct and indirect.  

• Projects can get stopped in midstream. 

• Land abandoned.  

• Elsewhere food price rises can cause illegal land clearance, 
bush meat and wild plant exploitationbush meat and wild plant exploitation.  

• Ultimately conflict may lay waste formerly productive land 
and areas of high biodiversityand areas of high biodiversity.  

• Conflict also lowers the ability of people to adapt to climate 
h t t d th ichange, restore ecosystems and manage their 

environment.



Avoid greed

Stop war

Save the rainforestSave the rainforest

Thank you


